Setting Priorities
Since we can’t do everything, it is important to engage in a process to determine the
program opportunities which are the highest priorities for your organization. The table
below presents priority criteria that reflect the values and concerns of most
organizations. Here is an example from one of our quality teams:
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the problems you have identified. Then you can tally up the results and use them to
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Setting Priorities
Different ways to reach consensus around priorities:
By design Brainstorming generates a long list of ideas. There are more program
opportunities than can be addressed in one plan of work. Several methods of voting are
described below which help groups narrow long lists into a prioritized grouping that
guide the development of process improvement initiatives.
Simple Voting – Each member votes for the one item on the list they feel is the highest
priority. After everyone has voted the votes are counted and the items with the most
votes are designated as highest priority.
Multi-Voting – In this activity participants are allowed to vote for as many items as they
wish. They may vote using a show of hands or colored dots or stars. Votes for each
item are totaled and all items receiving votes from half the people voting are included in
the next round. (Example: If 20 people vote, items receiving 10 votes are in the next
round.) Everyone votes again. Each person is allowed to cast votes equal to half the
number of items on the list. Repeat until there are six to ten items on the list. Discuss
remaining ideas and selecting top priorities.
100 Votes – Sometimes called Weighted Voting, each participant is given the
opportunity to cast multiple votes, in this activity it is 100 votes. The participants allocate
their votes to the items they feel should have the highest priority. For example, there
may be 5 items they feel are priorities. They then write the number of votes beside the
items, i.e. 35 beside the two that they feel strongest about and 10 beside the other three
or some other combination totaling 100 votes. If they wish, they may cast all 100 votes
for one program idea. All votes are totaled and the group discusses the items and
ranking determined by the voting. Group determines the cut off for priority programs.
Nominal Group Technique - This technique begins with silent brainstorming to
generate program ideas. In round-robin fashion, each participant shares an idea until
their list is depleted. Discuss all ideas. Share pros and cons. Similar ideas are grouped.
Each member is then asked to rank order their top ten ideas, with ten being the highest
ranking. This may be done directly on the flip chart sheet listing the ideas or on a 3 X 5
card. Rankings are totaled and ideas are ranked with the one receiving the highest total
being the highest ranked. You may want to record the number of people who ranked
each of the items. Discuss rankings and determine program priorities.
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